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Brigl banks on ‘BeOne’ from Nova Systems

Know-how  
and renewal
The freight transport specialist Brigl was founded in Bozen 

in 1925. Its solid experience doesn’t preclude innovation 

for the future. IT solutions provided by Nova Systems 

prepare Brigl for forthcoming challenges.

Step by step Brigl is moving towards its historic milestone 
of 100 years in business. Brigl managing director Andreas 
Goggi points out that this “isn’t just a milestone for us, but 
part of a journey towards new challenges and new goals.” 
The enterprise offers its classic national and international 
transport services in Italy and abroad, and also provides 
integrated logistics services, air and sea freight forwarding, 
customs operations and consultancy services.

The firm’s activities have undergone radical  changes 
over the years. The quantities of goods transported aren’t 
the only element to have increased; the quantity and quali
ty of the data produced in the course of carrying out its 
activities have also been subject to huge growth. “Such 
improvements can only be managed with advanced soft
ware,” Goggi underlined.

A rather solid foundation on which to build
After Brigl enjoyed “excellent experience” with Nova Sys 
tems’ STS management software, the ‘BeOne’ solution 
from the same provider “seemed the logical choice and the 
most natural evolution to us,” as Goggi explained. “So we 
started from a very solid base, and Nova Systems’ research 
and development centre has subsequently proved its abili
ty to innovate, meet new needs and integrate all of our 
suggestions, turning them into reality.”

Nova Systems’ BeOne management software has ena
bled Brigl to optimise its work processes and workflows. 
“We’ve thus been able to improve performance and pro
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mote business growth,” Goggi adds. The freight forwarder’s ability to 
handle the large amount of data it processes in the best possible way, 
and to exchange it with customers and partners at various levels, is more 
fundamental than ever to succeeding with its services in the market.

Head and hands combine for a strategic and innovative system
Goggi underlines that “the BeOne suite is a vital resource for Brigl. It is 
the real heart of a strategic and innovative system that enables us to adapt 
quickly to the needs and developments of the market.” Moreover, he adds, 
the management system is intuitive and easy to use.

BeOne also offers a new FTL module. It can intervene not only on 
aspects concerning documents, Goggi elaborates, but also in decision
making processes, which it integrates with backoffice activities, thus con
tributing to efficiency and the cutting of costs. Another advantage the 
FTL module provides is to “simplify the ability of the logistics segments 
to cooperate; it will thus lead to greater transport efficiency and sustain
ability. The whole industry can benefit from this.” ah
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